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Introduction: The National Science Education Standards (NSES) (1) and National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
Principles and Practices for School Mathematics (2) were produced to meet a growing
concern about consistency and
comprehensiveness in American Education.
They represent a comprehensive and definitive framework for the creation and implementation of K- 12 science and math education. The format of the publications is scholarly and well written. To many educators, the
publications in their book form are dficult
to use. A matrix format developed at Jet
Propulsion Laboratory places these standards
in a format that can be navigated intuitively
by teachers seeking to integrate NASA materials into the structure of standards based
education.
The development of rubrics for the
placement of products based on readability,
conceptual development, safety, room logi stics and materials available have been developed to compliment the quilts. The Overarching Science Topics matrix developed by
Dr. Robert Gabrys , forum directors and scientists completes the suit of tools needed to
fully articulate NASA products to the national
science and math standards.
Description: The Standard “Quilt” is a
project of the Educational Affairs Office of
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Solar System Exploration E/PO Forum. The word
“Quilt” implies a display of conceptual and
process information which produces unique
“squares” produced from thefabric of content
and the thematic organizing of those materials. The document addresses three needs:

1. Users of curricular materials should be
helped to seek them based on the standards being taught and age span of
students.
2. Producers of curricular materials
should display their materials in ways
that show their placement in relation to
the standards
3. The display of content standards
should be articulated to the thematic
way in which they will be presented to
students.
The standards “Quilt” displays the standards
in three ways:
1. The content subject which is the focus
of the curricular material
2. The thematic way in which the presentation of the content is displayed
3. The grade spans used by the NSES are
blocked as rows.
A beta version of the science quilt was created in CD-ROM format and distributed at
science education conferences and workshops
nationwide, as was a beta version of the math
quilt in hard copy format. Recipients of the
quilt were surveyed for feedback and suggestions on these beta versions. The results of
the follow-up surveys of the quilt users have
indicated a high interest in this product.
Due to the high interest in the quilt, NASA
has asked that it become more comprehensive
in scope and be developed with the participation of the entire community. Several issues
concerning the selection, placement, and display of products on the quilt are currently being addressed.
The development of rubrics for the placement of products based on readability, con-
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ceptual development, safety, room logistics
and materials available have been developed
to compliment the quilts. Microsoft Word
readability was chosen as a convienent
method of readability assessment. Using the
Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Score method,
the rating is based on sentence length and
number of syllables. Conceptual levels were
derived from chapters in Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS). The sections on
Safety, Room Logistics and Equipment were
extracted from Enironmental Protection
Agency publications and NSTA postion papers.
The Overarching Science Topics matrix
developed by Dr. Robert Gabrys, forum directors and scientists completes the suit of
tools needed to fully articulate NASA products to the national science and math standards. This document lists all the major science concepts needed to present the mission
science concepts under the forums of the Office of Space Science. A committee directed
by Dr. Robert Gabrys of GSFC, scientists and
forum directors contributed to the creation of
this document.
The most current version of the quilt is
available on-line as a testing bed for further
evaluation. The reasons for the selection of a
web-based format are based on the following
assumptions.
1. It is efficient and cost effective--no paper products to ship, distribute or be
left behind by educators.
2. Since the activities can be quickly accessed by standards and can be printed
as needed and possibly edited, teachers may be more likely to use them.
3. It allows maximum distibution and access to educators as Internet connection has become a top priority for
schools nationwide.

An initiative for the verification of product
placement and rubrics, as well as the continued evaluation of the quilt, will be undertaken
Summer '02 by the JPL education office.
Help will be elicited from educators with a
wide array of experience in this initiative.
The results will provide valuable information
for the entire NASA community in their future efforts to align NASA resources to the
national educational standards.
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